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Dr. Jim Arens is not a native Texan, but has been here for almost 40 years, 
so we can claim him and take our usual pride calling him “one of our own.”   
His legacy continues to have an undeniable impact on our, the practice 
of medicine, and innumerable anesthesiologists.  Despite his retirement 
from clinical practice, his teaching, mentorship, and wise council continue 
to play a major role in the practice of our society and all of those that he 
has mentored throughout his extensive career.  A recounting of his service 
is both right and necessary for those unaware of this great physician 
leader.  Known by many simply as “Chief,” his impact on our specialty is 
undeniable.

James Frederick Arens was born in Hamel, Minnesota and after a “time” 
in Crosier Seminary, he matriculated to Creighton University in Nebraska where he received his B.S. and 
his M.D.  From there he entered the military and did residency in anesthesiology at Tripler Army Hospital in 
Hawaii.  His next stop took him to Charity Hospital in New Orleans where he continued his residency under 
the legendary John Adriani. 

After residency, he posted as the Chief of Anesthesia services in two Air Force Hospitals in Swindon, Great 
Britain then in Travis, California.  It was after that he began to assume positions of importance and distinction.  
He returned to New Orleans when he was hired by renowned surgeon, John Ochsner to be the first Director 
of Anesthesia in 1968 at the Ochsner Clinic.  It was there that he became an active leader in organized 
medicine, becoming president of both the Louisiana Society of Anesthesiologists and the Southern Society of 
Anesthesiologists.

By 1972, he had moved to the University of Mississippi where he became chair of a true academic department 
and interacted with Dr. James Hardy (well known for the first xenograft heart transplant) and Dr. Arthur Guyton 
(of that physiology textbook).  A number of his young faculty members that he mentored in Mississippi went 
on to become academic chairs of other institutions.

He finally arrived in Texas in 1977 as the 3rd Chair of Anesthesiology at the University of Texas Medical 
Branch-Galveston (UTMB), following in the footsteps of Drs. Harvey Slocum and Charles Allen, who were 
both still active members of the department.  He continued his involvement in organized medicine and, during 
his years in Galveston,  he rose up the ASA ladder to become President in 1988.  
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It was also during this time that he was appointed to the Board of Directors of the American Board of Anesthesiology, 
eventually becoming President in 1987.  In 1997, he received the ASA’s Distinguished Service Award. 

After serving for a period as Vice President of Hospital Affairs at UTMB, he briefly assumed the role of Chief 
Physician Executive for Correctional Care of the Texas Department of Corrections Hospital there in Galveston.  
Dr. Arens next stop would be a few miles to the north in Houston, where he assumed the role of Chairman of 
Anesthesiology at the prestigious M. D. Anderson Cancer Center in 1999.  During this time he received his second 
and third Distinguished Service Awards from the TSA and the American Board of Medical Specialties.

Immediately following an announced “retirement” in 2005, he moved across the street in the Texas Medical 
Center to become the Chairman of Anesthesiology at the University of Texas Medical School at Houston.  In a 
somewhat retrograde fashion, he was elected as President of the TSA that same year.  While there, he received his 
fourth (!) Distinguished Service Award from the American Medical Association for his 19 years of serving as the 
Senior ASA Delegate to that organization.  

He is now retired in Brenham, Texas with his wife Ann, but still regularly attends TSA 
Board of Directors meetings and attends the TSA Annual Meeting every September.  
The highlight of the Saturday afternoon session at the TSA meeting is Resident 
Jeopardy! Where he quizzes resident teams from three Texas residency training 
programs in a fashion totally unlike his Wednesday Morning Conferences at UTMB.

Dr. Arens was instrumental in cementing the role of the anesthesiologist in the field of 
critical care medicine.  As a result, he has the distinction of having certificate number 
“1” from the ABA for added qualifications in critical care medicine.

Dr. Arens has the distinction of being responsible for the training of 2 ASA presidents, 
6 TSA presidents, one Colorado Society president, one California Society president and 2 Mississippi Society 
presidents.  There are hundreds of ATA’s (Arens Trained Anesthesiologists) all over Texas and the US, as well as 
multiple ATA Wannabes.  He is also responsible for 2 great kids, Patricia and James who are highly successful and 
renowned in the world of business.

In summary, Dr. Arens (Chief) is a legend of Texas anesthesiology and has left his mark in so many areas of our 
medical practice.  His influence continues and his opinion is held in very high regard by all who know him.  

Adapted from the presentation “Salute to the Chief”, TSA Annual Meeting, 2016.
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Interview with John C. Arnold, MD DABA, Anesthesiologist at Valiant Anesthesia Associates and Medical Director of Texas Health 
Arlington Surgery Center, and Kyle Riggs, who both happened to be shopping in the same grocery store.  

Roman philosopher Seneca is credited with the quote “Luck is what happens when preparation meets opportunity.”  This was 
illustrated well a few months ago when, in a Fort Worth area grocery store, a 36 year old, otherwise healthy customer (Kyle Riggs) 
suffered chest pain followed quickly by cardiac arrest.  Quick action by other customers led to early and aggressive treatment.  
One of those responders was anesthesiologist John Arnold, M.D., who happened to be shopping in the store that day.  Once Dr. 
Arnold and others came to Kyle’s aid, the actions of all involved led to a rare full recovery from an outside of the hospital cardiac 
arrest.  He received cardiopulmonary resuscitation almost immediately which was sustained until firefighters arrived with an 
automated external defibrillator (AED).  Quick transport to the hospital (Texas Health Harris Methodist Hospital-Fort Worth) where 
hypothermic protocols were initiated and a cardiac stent placed into a 95% occluded left anterior descending artery had the desired 
effect of a full functional recovery of cardiac and brain function.
  
Medical literature reports that the survival of patients who experience out of the hospital cardiac arrest and are successfully discharged 
is extremely low.  The journal Resuscitation reports that the percentage of out of hospital cardiac arrests surviving to discharge is 
7.6% in Europe, 6.8% in North America, 3.0% in Asia, and 9.7% in Australia.(1)  These numbers do not take into account the severe 
sequelae that many of these patients suffer from related to their cardiac arrest that can have profoundly negative impacts on their  
quality of life.  The bleak survival numbers are what make this story so profound.  Kyle Riggs was able to survive his cardiac arrest 
and has made a full neurologic recovery.  Earlier this year, I had the opportunity to ask Kyle and Dr. Arnold some questions about 
the event so that I might share this remarkable human interest story with our readers.

RKM:  Dr. Arnold, did you ever contemplate that you would be responding to a medical emergency when you arrived at the store 
that day?  
Dr. Arnold:  My family always teases me because I am always evaluating people in the public looking to see who might be sick.  
Normally, I am very aware of my surroundings.  But that day, I was just running a quick errand and not expecting any excitement.  
RKM:  Dr. Arnold, is this the first time you have ever had to respond to an out of hospital cardiac arrest?
Dr. Arnold:  Years ago, when I was an intern, I was at the State Fair in Dallas, right next to where “Big Tex” is located.  A guy had 
collapsed there and I started compressions.  He looked very sick and did not have a pulse when he was loaded into the ambulance.  
I don’t know how that turned out, but likely he did not do well.  I have also had two colleagues at work experience separate severe 
health issues that required my intervention.  Both of these events have occurred since the incident with Kyle. Since things frequently 
occur in threes, I hope I am done for a while. 
RKM:  Dr. Arnold, Kyle was very lucky that you were in the grocery store at that moment.  How did you find out that he needed 
help?  
Dr. Arnold:  I believe in God and I believe that He puts us in positions to assist others.  I am so thankful that I could be a part of 
helping Kyle through this.  As soon as I walked in, I was waved over to the pharmacy area because the store manager recognized 
me from my previous visits and knew that I was a doctor.
RKM:  When you arrived to where he was, what did you find?
Dr. Arnold:  He was face down after collapsing and his skin was a dusky blue.  He looked young for his age, so I initially thought he 
might be a college student.  I wasn’t initially sure if it might be some sort of drug or alcohol related incident.  After a brief moment, 
I realized it was likely a cardiac arrest.
RKM:  What actions did you take after assessing the situation?  For approximately how long was Kyle without a pulse? 
Dr. Arnold:   We rolled him onto his back and started chest compressions and I helped support his airway.  I asked for someone to 
call 911 and asked for an AED, which, unfortunately, was not available in the store.  
RKM:  Describe how responding to a cardiac arrest in the operating room is different from responding to a cardiac arrest in the 
grocery store.  What did you find to be frustrating?
Dr. Arnold:  In the operating room, we are fully equipped to respond and it is generally much more of a complex issue with a bigger 



differential diagnosis.  We are always prepared for the possible bad outcomes, so our senses are frequently on high alert.  In the 
field, it can catch you by surprise.  In most situations, you have to think cardiac arrhythmia first.  The frustrating part was not having 
a defibrillator on hand, considering it is such a large grocery store with so many customers.  We were lucky, however, that the fire 
station was right across the street and the response time was only about three minutes.  
RKM:  How do you think your training as an anesthesiologist uniquely prepared you for managing this situation?
Dr. Arnold:  It made all of the difference in the world.  Airway management and the management of cardiopulmonary resuscitation 
(CPR) were both things that I was very comfortable with from my residency, fellowship, and clinical practice.  I had the experience 
and knowledge to know he needed defibrillation as soon as possible, so I believe that this was able to shorten the response time.  
RKM:  In retrospect, is there anything you have learned from this experience that you will carry forward if you are ever faced with 
this again?  Is there anything you would do differently?  
Dr. Arnold:  I will always be prepared.  I believe that preparation is important.  As a resident, I reviewed the advanced cardiac life 
support (ACLS) card before each call as a “good luck charm” because someone told me once that, if you review ACLS prior to the 
call, you won’t have to do any codes.  In addition, I had just renewed my ACLS certification.  In hindsight, I wish I would have 
stuck around afterwards to communicate better with Kyle’s wife, who was really upset.  I encouraged her to follow the ambulance, 
so there was really not much time for us to talk, other than a very brief introduction.  
RKM:  In directing lay persons on how to assist in the resuscitation, what did you find to be surprising?  
Dr. Arnold:  Initially, nobody wanted to touch him because they were afraid he may have a c-spine injury.  The person that assisted 
with chest compressions seemed to know exactly what he was doing, so I was very happy to have him there.  His compressions 
were very effective and I was impressed by his skills as a non-medical person.  That allowed me to be able to assist with jaw thrust, 
perform pulse checks, and do an overall assessment.  It also allowed me the ability to give report to the firefighters and to assist 
with placing the AED pads and shorten the time to shock delivery once the firefighters arrived.  His abilities allowed me to be free 
to run the code.  Once the shock from the AED was delivered, his heart rhythm quickly returned to normal sinus.  The guy who had 
been performing such good chest compressions looked at me and said, “Is he gonna die?!?”  I barely recall my response, but I was 
reminded of it after the fact. I just looked at him and said, “Nope!  Not today!!”
RKM:  That is a perfect response.  Kyle, it sounds as though you had some warning signs throughout the day that you brushed off 
as not serious.  Can you tell us about those?
Kyle:  Yes, I had some pretty serious chest pain that day. It seemed to be specific to my heart area, and not the entire chest/arm pain 
that I’ve always heard about related to a heart attack. However, I just assumed it was heat or dehydration related, since I had been 
working outside all day in 100+ degree weather, and since I was a healthy, 36 year-old with no signs or concerns of heart issues.
RKM:  Your wife, Jennifer, did a great job of recording the events for you so that you could know what happened while you were 
unconscious or sedated.  She said that she had sent you into the store to get aspirin because of your symptoms and, while you were 
gone, was thinking that she should just take you to the hospital to get checked.  After a few minutes, you never emerged from the 
store and she soon saw fire trucks arriving from a nearby fire station, and she stated that she had a sense of dread that they were there 
for you.  How concerned were both of you about your symptoms prior to going into the store?
Kyle:  I was slightly concerned, since it was obviously something that was out of the norm, but I’m also the type who tends to think 
it couldn’t have been something too serious, since my family has always been healthy and we tend to avoid medical care, if at all 
possible.  My wife was much more concerned, though, as that’s her nature.
RKM:  Do you think that your young age had something to do with your dismissal of the symptoms earlier in the day?
Kyle:  No doubt. I just didn’t think something that serious could happen to someone of my age and good health.
RKM:  What was the last thing you recall prior to your cardiac arrest?
Kyle:  Nothing specific, really. I remember working on our investment property with my brother, and having some pretty serious 
pain throughout the day, but I don’t remember much outside of that. That day is mostly a blur.
RKM:  Kyle, can you briefly summarize your recovery?  Have you experienced a full cognitive recovery or have you noted some 
difficulties?
Kyle:  My recovery was incredible. I was handling some work calls and emails a few days after getting home, I flew through seven 
weeks of cardiac rehab, and have just had a completely successful recovery. I feel truly blessed.
RKM:  I heard that you and Dr. Arnold and another first responder have stayed in touch afterwards.  Can you elaborate on how that 
occurred?  
Kyle:  Since we are all in the same neighborhood (Cliff McMurry is the other individual who did CPR), we discovered that we had 
many mutual acquaintances. We’ve all since stayed in contact and have become close friends. It’s been an incredible experience to 
get to know those fine gentlemen. I think it’s been great for all of us to get to be involved in each other’s lives.  
Dr. Arnold:  I actually went to the firefighters who transported him to the hospital to try and find his name.  Despite the fact that they 
remembered me from the event, their policy on patient privacy prevented them from disclosing his information.  A few weeks after 
the event, through a friend of a friend of a friend on Facebook, someone made the connection and put us in touch with each other.  
We got in contact and decided to meet.  I decided to bring Kyle a special gift.  It was a t-shirt that simply said, “Nope!  Not today!”  
Since that time, our families have become very close and we realized that we had all probably seen each other numerous times as we 
lived in the same neighborhood, attended the same wedding, and sat a few rows from each other at sporting events.  
RKM:  Kyle, you have told me that you feel it is important for others to hear your story.  What do you think is the importance of 
your story?
Kyle:  My main takeaway is that there’s nothing more important than knowing CPR, and not being afraid to get involved to help 
someone. I’m not here today if Cliff and Dr. Arnold didn’t do what they did, so it’s my family’s goal to raise as much awareness as 



possible to stress the importance of CPR.  Also, I want others to know that you should get routine heart checkups. As is evident by 
my case, you just never know unless you get checked.
RKM:  Dr. Arnold, what do you think other physicians and health care providers should learn from Kyle’s story?
Dr. Arnold:  Be prepared and never give up.  ACLS certification is important and you may be the only doctor around, so you may 
be called to do a quick assessment in a crisis.  Young people are resilient, so don’t give up.  Also, don’t be proud.  Ask for help and 
utilize all resources.  
RKM:  The out of hospital cardiac arrest survival rate has been reported to be pretty dismal.  To what do you attribute this seemingly 
miraculous recovery?  What are the factors that you believe played a role in the successful resuscitation and recovery for Kyle?
Dr. Arnold:  Quick response.  Acting fast with chest compressions was the key.  The quick response from the firefighters was 
important as well.  
RKM:  What about you, Kyle?
Kyle:  Again, it all starts with CPR. I’m not here without that. After that, I attribute a lot of my recovery to the wonderful care I was 
given at Harris Methodist, as well as my health/physical condition. We were told multiple times throughout my hospital stay that a 
big part of the reason I bounced back so quickly was because I was in previously good shape.
RKM:  Dr. Arnold, do you have any advice to other medical professionals who may be called into action in a situation such as this?
Dr.  Arnold:  Stay current in your mind and think through things before you are put in that situation.  It helps to always consider 
what you would do in a variety of situations.  
RKM:  I want to thank you both so much for sharing this incredible story with us.  I am hopeful that this will inspire others to 
mentally prepare for the possibility of needing to render aid in the out of hospital setting.  Responding to emergencies outside of 
the hospital can be quite intimidating, as we find ourselves without all of the needed resources to assist, such as medications and 
medical equipment.  I hope that this will cause us all to pause and consider how we would respond in these emergencies.  Our 
vigilance that we pride ourselves on in the hospital setting can also be of great assistance to those in need in other settings, as has 
been demonstrated in the situations of Kyle and Dr. Arnold.  It is my hope that, like Dr. Arnold, we can all be well prepared when 
faced with opportunity. 

1-Berdowski J, Berg RA, Tijssen JGP, Koster RW. Global incidences of out-of-hospital cardiac arrest and survival rates: systematic 
review of 67 prospective studies. Resuscitation 2010; 81: 1479–87
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Kyle Riggs        Kyle Riggs
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Prior to attending medical school, I had the opportunity to be a third-generation steel worker using my undergraduate 
degree in Industrial Hygiene.  The opportunity deeply enriched my view of the world and I frequently draw from 
lessons I learned while employed in the steel industry.  With the recent Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome 
Coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) outbreak and the subsequent challenges with personal protective equipment 
(PPE), I reflected back on the things I learned in industry as a safety officer.  I hope that the lessons we are each 
learning will enable us to have better solutions in place in preparation for future pandemics. 

Our current society has been referred to by many as a “throw-away society.”  The idea of sustainability seems 
to be in direct conflict with the previously common site of garbage cans overflowing with used yellow gowns 
and N-95 masks that many are accustomed to.  As I pondered our current predicament, I began to recall the 
sustainable, reusable PPE used in industry.  Although this PPE was not originally designed for a healthcare 
application, in many ways it provides as good, if not better, protection; and, per the Centers for Disease Control 
(CDC), represents an acceptable alternative to what is currently approved.3  Some of the solutions our department 
of anesthesiology has started to use are the elastomeric respirator, Tyvek gowns, thicker multi-use nitrile gloves, 
and hard-hats fixed with face-shields.  Due to shortages of PPE, we have been required to reuse certain PPE 
for varying lengths of time.  For more reliable protection, many of our perioperative staff have abandoned N-95s 
altogether in favor of elastomeric respirators.  

Elastomeric respirators have long been used in industry.  I first used them in the steel 
industry where I had the opportunity to work side-by-side with operators charged with a task 
known as “tapping a heat.”  This job exposes individuals to extreme heat and multiple metal 
fumes that present a significant health hazard (for anyone interested can be viewed at the 
following link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QBLRIEZZEsU).  This job is a necessary 
part of the steel manufacturing process and, like caring for a COVID-19 patient, the work 
requires a human operator.  Since engineering and administrative controls are not possible, 
we relied on PPE for protection in the steel industry and had an excellent track record of 
success.  We were proud to be able to verify, using blood samples, that our working 

population had nearly undetectable blood lead levels.  

Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic there was only one healthcare institution (The Texas Center for Infectious 
Disease) using elastomeric respirators as their primary source of respiratory protection.1 However, the benefits 
of these respirators suggest that they are an excellent substitute when PPE is scarce.  When compared to the 
standard consumable N-95 filtering mask, elastomeric respirators provide the following benefits: the ability to use 
a true HEPA type filter (P or N100 filters which are rated to filter 99.9% of airborne particles 3 microns or larger), 
ability to obtain a more reliable/satisfactory seal that can be easily verified prior to each use, as well as the ability 
to more easily sanitize and share between multiple users.1  Lastly, the relatively inexpensive nature of these 
masks (typically around $30 for a mask and 1 set of filters) make these an economically feasible option.  One 
obstacle we encountered was that, though these respirators do an excellent job filtering inhaled air, the 
exhaled air is not filtered. We easily remedied this by covering the exhalation valve with surgical mask material 
to reduce the risk of surgical site infection.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QBLRIEZZEsU
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Currently, the literature is lacking in evidence based practice of using sustainable versions of PPE and their ability 
to be sanitized between patients and users.  While there is no consensus on proper sanitization/sterilization 
processes, there is literature to support the use of elastomeric respirators in the healthcare setting.1 Moreover, 
the materials these types of PPE are made from easily withstand bleach solutions and other commercially 
available sanitizing solutions.  In fact one of the largest manufacturers of these masks, citing the CDC and 
Environmental Protection Agency, advocates the use of bleach to sanitize masks during the current COVID-19 
pandemic.2,4 Our own department has adopted practices of ultraviolet radiation and bleach solution sterilization 
for reuse of this equipment.

As a department, we have found success in utilizing reusable options for PPE.  Many in our department will likely 
continue to use these reusable PPE options for the foreseeable future as we continue to provide care for patients 
with COVID-19.  We hope that the lessons we have learned will enable us to better care for our patients while 
minimizing risk of person-to-person transmission of communicable illness.  
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Generational Learning, Part 1: 
Understanding Generational Learning Differences

Millennials. To many of the people reading this article, the word “millennial” is just a description of an age 
group. However, to many others, this word incites frustration with a generation younger than themselves.   These 
frustrations exist in aspects of medical education as well.  Teaching methods that worked well for previous 
generations may not be well suited for our current students. In the next few issues of the TSA Newsletter, we 
will address generational differences, various teaching styles that optimize generational learning, and the novel 
use of social media in Graduate Medical Education. 

Most people agree with the generational theory; the belief that individual values, motivations, and behaviors can 
be inferred by the individual’s date of birth. Educating educators on generational beliefs and effective teaching 
methods for each generation is one of the keys to generational learning [1].  It is important to note that changes 
in ideals between generations occurs gradually. The closer two people are in birth years, the more likely it is that 
they share values across generations. However, as the age gap widens, there frequently exists a stark difference 
in beliefs between the two people [2]. 

In the setting of academic medicine, there exists three primary generations: Baby Boomers- age 56-74 (1946-
1964), Generation X- age 39-55 (1965-1981), and Generation Y- age 20-38 (1982-2000) [3].  Medical schools 
are currently enrolling a 4th generation: Generation Z (those born after 1995) [4]. There are three main patterns 
evident as we move through these generations:  increased use of technology, need for immediate feedback, and 
collaboration in learning. Our learners are almost exclusively younger than our faculty members. In order to 
optimize the learning experience, faculty need to understand generational differences and adapt their teaching 
styles.  

Historically, Baby Boomers feel that they learn best through traditional classroom instruction and face-to-face 
communication.  Generation X students typically gain knowledge from available online videos and fast-paced 
programs and then work independently to solve problems.  Generation Y students thrive on technology.  They 
learn through collaboration with peers via chat rooms and team meetings and with teachers via mentoring-
coaching experiences [3].  Generation Z students, also known as iGen, are “digital natives” who grew up around 
technology.  They prefer learning through a mix of online and in-person experiences and expect to be mentored 
through each new learning activity [4]. Compared to Baby Boomers and Generation X, Generation Y and Z 
students typically prefer immediate feedback. In fact, many young learners find dissatisfaction with their jobs 
because of perceived lack of acknowledgment or appreciation of their efforts [5]. Intermittent or, even worse, 
negative feedback leaves Generation Y & Z students feeling disconnected which ultimately negatively effects 
their work performance.  Consequently, faculty must check-in frequently with their Generation Y and Z residents 
to give feedback to them on their clinical and non-clinical performance.

Currently, there are countless ways residents use technology to learn about anesthesiology and medicine.  

Jenny E. Pennycuff, M.D., M.S.
Assistant Professor
Department of Anesthesiology
UTMB
Galveston, TX

Lisa Farmer, M.D.
Professor
Department of Anesthesiology
UTMB
Galveston, TX
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Some of these learning methods are completely foreign to other generations.  Experienced faculty should take 
advantage of their residents’ technological skills and learn how to incorporate new technology into teaching [5].  
By collaborating with the residents in this way, learning can be enhanced and the connection between faculty 
and resident can be strengthened in a very unique manner.  

Clearly, these generational differences that exist between faculty and residents require changes in teaching styles 
in order to optimize learning.  Various techniques can be used to narrow the ‘learning gap’ between graduate 
medical educators and their learners.  In our next article, we will explore teaching styles that optimize the 
learning effect for our current generation of students. ♦
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Two Anesthesiologists Receive International Service Awards for 
Their Decades of Volunteer Work for the Children of Latin America
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I feel that it is important to recognize the accomplishments of two of our colleagues from the Austin area who have 
dedicated their careers to international volunteer mission work in Latin America.  This year, in honor of outstanding work 
and leadership in medical missions, two anesthesiologists are being honored with the 2nd Annual Cullington, Fox, Beckham 
International Service Awards.  Drs. William P. (Quint) Barnes and Stanley R. Eckert’s combined work includes giving of 
their time, medical expertise, and talents on over 50 Austin Smiles Medical Mission trips (including El Salvador, Cuba, 
Guatemala, Mexico, and Nicaragua) over the past 20+ years.  Austin Smiles-The Austin Plastic Surgery Foundation is a 
non-profit organization founded in 1987 and they are celebrating their 34th year of providing surgical care to children born 
cleft lip and cleft palate, both in Central Texas and in Latin America.  One in 700 children is born with a cleft lip or palate, 
which impacts their ability to communicate intelligibly, receive proper nourishment, and can lead to discrimination in many 
parts of the world.  Latin American countries often lack the resources to provide adequate care for these children in dealing 
with the complex problems associated with cleft lip and palate.

Drs. Barnes and Eckert have served Austin Smiles numerous times in the roles of medical mission leaders and anesthesia 
team leaders.  In addition, they have also served in numerous roles on the Board of Directors for Austin Smiles and their 
impact and influences on the organization have been tremendous.  As confirmed by numerous staff members of Austin 
Smiles, without their efforts, the life changing work and the mission trips of Austin Smiles would not have been possible 
for the last three decades.  

It is noteworthy that their generous volunteer efforts were in addition to their work as anesthesiologists in Austin over the 
past 30+ years.  Quint Barnes recently retired after many years in practice with Capitol Anesthesia and Stan Eckert has 
had a similar career spanning a similar time frame with Austin Anesthesiology Group.  Their efforts combined, they have 
transformed the lives of over 2500 children in several countries across Latin America.  They will be honored with these 
awards at the “Wish Upon a Smile Gala” November 14th, 2020 at the Oasis Starlight Terrace.  

I had the pleasure of being part of 2 mission trips to El Salvador (2010 and 2018), both of which were led by Dr. Barnes.  
His calm demeanor and clinical excellence brought calm and resolution to many potentially stressful situations.  I learned 
a great deal from him during those weeks and hope to have future opportunities with the wonderful team at Austin Smiles.  
Although I never had the pleasure to travel with Dr. Eckert, he is held in similar high esteem by all who have worked with 
him.  He has stated that “Austin Smiles is the most worthwhile organization with which I have ever been involved.”  I know 
that those who have worked with Dr. Eckert feel similarly about him.  

Please join me in congratulating Drs. Eckert and Barnes for their outstanding contributions to the health of the children of 
Latin America, as well as Central Texas, over the past few decades.  The impact of changing a child’s life in such a way 
cannot be overstated.  The lasting effects of their work will continue on in the organization through those they have taught 
and inspired.  

Stanley R. Eckert, M.D. William P. (Quint) Barnes, M.D.
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TSA BYLAWS COMMITTEE
The TSA Bylaws Committee will be recommending to the TSA House of Delegates in September the following revision to the 
TSA Bylaws.

Proposed Revision

Modify Section 9.2201

 9.220 Committee on Key Contacts
 

9.2201 Composition: Nine members and a Chairperson, three members from the   Governmental Affairs Committee (GAC), 
three Members from the Texas Society of Anesthesiologists Political Action Committee (TSAPAC), and three members from 
the Economics Committee appointed by the TSA President-Elect with endorsements from the respective Chairpersons of the 
GAC, Economics Committee and TSAPAC. All of these members are voting members of the Committee. Additional members 
may be appointed by the President-Elect, the additional members will be non-voting members. The Chairpersons of the 
GAC, Economics Committee, and TSAPAC will be members-at-large of this committee and will be non-voting members. In 
consultation with the Chairperson of the Key Contacts Committee the President-Elect may make additional appointments of 
Residents as he/she desires up to one resident member per training facility.
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Scott E. Kercheville, M.D.
ASA Director, District 19 Texas
Interim Report - March 2020

The ASA Board of Directors held the 2020 March Board Meeting in Chicago (Rosemont) at the 
Loews Chicago O’Hare February 28th to March 1st 

Dr. Scott Kercheville (Director, TX) and Dr. Crystal Wright (Alt. Director, TX) both arrived early to attend a meeting of the 
Section on Fiscal Affairs on Friday for ASA budget planning and the usual review of the financial status of the organization.

Meeting of the Western Caucus:
The meeting of the Western Caucus began on Saturday, Leap Day at 7:00 AM with Dr. Wright (Vice Chair, Western Caucus) 
serving as Acting Chair due to the absence of Dr. Linda Hertzberg (Director, CA and Chair, Western Caucus) and Dr. Brian 
Mitchell (Alt. Director, OR) served as Secretary.  The Texas Delegation included Drs. Mary Dale Peterson (ASA President), 
Patrick Giam (ASA Vice Speaker), Wright and Kercheville.

Dr. Johnathan Pregler (CA), Chair of the Rules Committee reported to the Chair that there were no rule changes for this 
year and none had been proposed.  Dr. Kercheville, Chair of the Candidates Committee announced that there would be a 
meeting in the afternoon for Western Caucus candidates and prospective candidates to network and discuss strategy for 
future elections.

Morning Educational Session:
Dr. Peterson, President convened the Morning Educational Meeting at 8:30 AM and gave a brief recap of activities within 
the Society since the last Board meeting and actions taken by the Executive Committee and various officers.  Mr. Paul 
Pomerantz, ASA CEO then reported that membership is up again and projections reflect an increase of approximately 3.8% 
by the end of the year.  The Annual Meeting revenues came in below projections due to lower international registrations and 
decreased exhibitor sales.  On the positive, the budget was still in the black mostly due to unexpected CME sales at the end 
of 2019.

Drs. Michael Champeau (CA), Treasurer and Don Arnold (MO), Assistant Treasurer gave a brief overview of the fiscal notes 
in the reports contained within the handbook.  After that, they gave a very detailed presentation on staffing inside the ASA 
utilizing demographics and statistics comparing like organizations and medical societies within the U.S.  There is some very 
compelling data that counters the notion that the ASA is “overstaffed” and argues that the members are benefitting from a 
very efficient, competent group that are compensated fairly and well within accepted ranges of salaries and benefits

The Session concluded with a presentation by Dr. Jeffrey Mueller (AZ), Vice President for Professional Affairs and Ms. 
Roseanne Fischoff, Economics and Practice Innovation Executive.  They recounted the history of the Perioperative Surgical 
Home (PSH) with a brief recap of affiliated organizations and practice locations (currently in 32 states and one foreign 
country).  The essence of the presentation was to ask the Board to approve a plan to monetize the concept.  The plan consists 
of three parts.   

First and foremost, all activities going forward with regard to the PSH would be in-house and not utilizing outside consultants.  
Second, there would be the creation of a “White Paper” delineating lesions learned and basic tenets of operating a PSH in 
a wide variety of practice models.  This document would reside on the ASA website and would be available free of charge 
to all members. The business aspect of this proposal would involve the creation of a tiered “Certificate Program” for the 
PSH that would be available in three price points for organizations to assist in setup and maintenance.   The anticipated goal 
is that such a program would be something that the ASA could use to bolster non-dues revenues to help keep the budget 
positive.  But like all business models, there is a cost for implementation at the beginning so the Board was asked to approve 
$441,000 over two years out of the designated Unrestricted Reserves.
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Board Review Committees:
Review Committees began at 9:45 AM and concluded early before noon.  They consisted of reports from committees under 
each of the following divisions of the Board of Directors:

Committee on Administrative Affairs
Committee on Professional Affairs
Committee on Scientific Affairs
Committee on Finance

Drs. Kercheville and Wright both served as members of the Board Committee on Finance.

Western Caucus Candidates Committee:
At 2:00 PM Dr. Kercheville chaired the Western Caucus Candidates Committee that is a forum for current candidates for 
office to discuss strategy and planning.  Equally important, prospective candidates have the opportunity to talk with current 
leaders of the Administrative Council from the Western Caucus about positions and timing of races. Although a number of 
Western Caucus members are considering running for various offices, there are none who have officially announced besides 
those members currently serving.

Afternoon Educational Program:
A second Educational Session was convened at 2:30 PM that began with a round table discussion and workshop chaired 
by Dr. Beverly Philip (MA) 1st Vice President.  The program utilized the SWOT concept so that groups of Board members 
looking at the Pillars of the recent ASA Strategic Plan could assist the Administrative Council (AC) on aspects on “Advocacy, 
Education, Membership, Leadership, Quality and Scientific Discovery”.  Comments and notes from this Session will be 
utilized in the upcoming AC Retreat.

Dr. Kraig De Lanzac (LA), Assistant Secretary then gave the Board an update on the planned “Public and Professional 
Awareness Campaign” with the results of various surveys.  These continue to demonstrate that many in the public are still 
unaware that anesthesiologists are physicians much less our value in the perioperative period.

Dr. Peterson returned and with the assistance of Dr. Joy Hawkins (CO), Section Chair on Clinical Care and former AMOC 
Chair presented an overview of the Annual Meeting.  Current issues with attendance and financial support were discussed.  
Dr. Peterson presented several new options for rearranging and shortening the Meeting to help with costs.  A straw poll was 
taken within the audience but true proposals for change were not offered at this time. 

Lastly, there was a presentation by Dr. Linda Hertzberg (CA), Director and Chair on the Committee on Women in 
Anesthesiology.   She detailed the growth of women in the Society especially noting the three women who constitute the 
Executive Committee and contrasting that with lack of any upcoming women officers.  Dr. Tom Miller, ASA Director of 
Health Policy Research who detailed very clean statistical research documenting pay inequity for women in the specialty, 
joined her.

Meeting of the Board of Directors
The Board of Directors convened at 8:00 AM on Sunday, March 1st and following the Pledge of Allegiance and morning 
announcements, Dr. Peterson quickly turned the order of business over to the Speaker, Dr. Ronald Harter (OH). Possibly 
due to the presence of Dr. Peterson (the traditionalist) on the dais, Dr. Harter returned to the usual order of presenting the 
Review Committees.
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Items of Interest Included:

300-1(AA) Administrative Council:  Interim Report.   This report contained the request for the authorization of a board 
designated fund of $441,000 for the PSH and asked for the release of an additional $1.2 million of the prior board 
designated fund for the communication messaging campaign that was created last year.  Both were approved.

409-2 (PA) Committee on Standards and Practice Parameters:  Standards, Guidelines and Statements:  Five-Year 
Review.  The document Basic Standards for Preanesthesia Care was approved following some discussion at the 
Caucus and Review Committee level.  A number of members felt that certain aspects were “aspirational” and 
possibly inconsistent with certain practices currently “supervising” CRNAs to levels not recommended.

685-2 & 686-1 (FI) Treasurer:  Interim Report & Interim Report, ASA 2019 Financial Report.  The current Budget 
of $54.4 million as approved is slightly in the red at this writing but most importantly, the Society improved 
its financial position this past year.  After approval by the Board and the House last year and after consultation 
with the Section on Fiscal Affairs, the Treasurer approved on two occasions the release of Restricted Building 
Reserves to pay down the mortgage on the Schaumburg headquarters.  On both instances, the sale from the 
Investment Portfolio occurred when the stock market was extremely high and essentially allowed the Society to 
bank considerable gains.  After paying down a total of $15 million, the current mortgage is deemed to be well 
within the value of the property from a resale aspect.

Dr. Peterson adjourned the ASA August Annual Board Meeting at 8:25 AM after all items in the reports were accepted or 
passed and all the business of the meeting was complete.



1.) Recognized Clayton Devin, Bonnie Bruce, Chris 
Bacak and the entire TSA staff for all they do for 
the Society.

2.) Introduced Mr. Craig Chick the new TSA 
Legislative Consultant. 

3.) Accepted Dr. James Arens’ offer to develop 
options for a memorial in honor of Dr. Catherine 
L. Scholl.

4.) Approved motion to offer financial support 
annually to one TSA resident member from 
each Texas residency program to attend the ASA 
Legislative Conference.

5.) Approved an additional $10,000 for support of 
the residents to the ASA Legislative Conference.

6.) Noted that when tagging the TSA on social media 
posts or when asking TSA staff to distribute links, 
the posts and/or links should focus on anesthesia 
only.

7.) Appointed Milan K. Sheth, MD to the office of 
Delegate, Place 5 in District 8.

8.) Appointed Sandra J. Alexander, MD to the office 
of Alternate Delegate, Place 5 in District 8. 

9.) Announced that Frank A. Rosinia, MD is the 
new Chair at UT-San Antonio. 

10.) Accepted Dr. Charles Cowles’ offer to report 
to the ASA Equipment and Facilities Board 
any concerns members may have regarding 
equipment issues.  

11.) Recognized Dr. Chris Miller for his organization 
of the Transition to Practice Program. 

12.) Recognized Dr. Stacy Norrell for leading the Ad-
Hoc Committee on Childcare.  

13.) Approved motion to budget $8,000 for childcare 
at the TSA annual meeting and to allow Drs. 
Stacy Norrell and Katherine Hagan and Clayton 
Devin to address any legal concerns that may 
impact the TSA, to finalize all logistics including 
the member cost, and to submit a report to the 
Board by April 1, 2020.

14.) Expressed gratitude to the Board for approving 
health insurance for the TSA office staff. The 

health insurance benefit took effect on January 
1, 2020.

15.) Noted that speakers who failed to respond timely 
to last year’s Annual Meeting deadlines will not 
be invited back to speak.

16.) Tasked the Education Committee with monitoring 
workshop attendance in 2020 and creating a 
proposal for moving forward that will prevent 
no-shows from occurring.

17.) Requested that the Meeting Committee address 
the issue of members attending the Annual 
Meeting without completing the registration 
process.

18.) Announced that the Governmental Affairs 
Committee has opted to direct members to the 
Texas Department of Insurance’s website for 
information regarding SB1264. 

19.) Encouraged members who are aware of anyone 
promoting independent practice by CRNAs 
in Texas to contact the Texas Medical Board. 
The Attorney General’s Opinion No. KP-0266, 
dated September 5, 2019, states that “A certified 
registered nurse anesthetist does not possess 
independent authority to administer anesthesia 
without delegation by a physician”.  

20.) Confirmed that the Governmental Affairs 
Committee is prepared to present TSA issues to 
legislators during the interim.

21.) Announced that members of the TSA will receive 
a 20% discount for FAIR Health data packages. 

22.) Informed the members that the Ad-Hoc 
Committee on the Wednesday Night Leadership 
Dinner will forward a recommendation 
electronically to the Board for consideration.

23.) Announced that Dr. Joy Hawkins from Colorado 
will present the Betty P. Stephenson Lectureship 
at this year’s annual meeting.

24.) Expressed gratitude to members who delivered 
TSAPAC checks.

25.) Approved a 2.3% cost of living increase for all 
TSA staff back dated to January 1, 2020.♦
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ACTIONS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
SUMMARY OF ACTIONS

TSA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
JANUARY 25, 2020
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IN MEMORIAM

William R. Kendall, MD (Humble, TX)
Passed away on July 27, 2019

Scott H.S. Lin, MD (Bellaire, TX)
Passed away on February 12, 2019



NEW MEMBERS
Since  Jan 1, 2020 the TSA Board of Directors approved the applicants below for the membership categories indicated:

ACTIVE MEMBERS
Abdalla, Mohamad 
Agbetoba, Airat 
Akaluso, Chinenye A.
Ayoroa, Sarah E.
Bhari Jayadevevappa, Abhishek 
Bian, Elva 
Carroll, Luke 
Chapman, Billye R.
Cheng, Nancy A.
Choi, Christopher H.
Clement-Cormier, Yvonne C.
Cohick, Paige L.
Crighton, H. Carolyn 
Cunningham, Jacqulin C.
Dang, Hieu T.
Deng, Yi 
Desai, Anushri 
Dott, Daltry 
Duncan, Scott W.
Elk, Jerome R.
Flinn, William P.
Foster, Christopher J.
Freeman, Rachel M.
Glentzer, Mark J.
Halsted, Charles P.
Halweg, Paul R.
Hansen, Bradley E.
Harris, Daniel L.
Hart, Jr., Umbert 
Horak, Kimble F.
Husein, Reem J.
Husein, Reem 
Jauregui, Michael 
Javed, Saba 
Johnsen, Michael W.
Jojosky, Jessica R.
Joseph, Ashley
Kessinger, Thomas W.
Kim, Brian S.
Koshy, Nikhil 
Kroger, John M.
Loh, Tuan-Hsing J.
Mattern, Michelle 
Maynard, Tamara N.
Metaxas, Dennis C.
Morcous, Shaker J.
Moreno, John A.
Nelson, Geoffrey 
Nguyen, Canh V.
Nguyen, Jordan T.
Nguyen, Vu 
Nwankwo, Chika C.
Panjwani, Anjali S.
Pennycuff, Jenny G.
Poku, Joseph K.
Quintela, Heather L.

Rahman, Mujtaba A.
Rai, Aamir M.
Rane, Mihir N.
Rochkind, Jessica R.
Rosinia, Frank A.
Ryan, Patrick B.
Sabnani, Rakesh 
Santini, Mario A.
Schepel, Shawn 
Schlegel, Levi J.
Sessions, Ben R.
Shah, Tanmy H.
Simon, Heather L.
Snyder, Philip C.
Sobiesk, Paul 
Taber, Cynthia M.
Tamerisa, Ravi V.
Taylor, Matthew T.
Trautmann, Johan K.
Trieu, Christine 
Truong, Thien 
Underhill, Jenni K.
Upton, Ahsley R.
Vu, David 
Wang, Yaoyao A.
Wayne, Leslie G.
West, Mary T.
Wilson, Patrice S.
Worth, John 
Yuan, Jennifer J.

ANESTHESIOLOGIST ASSISTANT
Arandela, Adlai 
Luyckx, Natalie J.
Nguyen, Anna 

RESIDENT MEMBER
Bruner, Emily G.
Cheun, Tracy 
Gwosdz, James 
Huynh, Christopher 
Jones, William S.
Kodakandla, Harica 
Kwass, William K. (Resident Fellow)
Lindgren, Taylor H.
Mathew, Ashlin P.
Nguyen, Kelley T.
Parish, JohnMichael
Pirko, Christopher J.
Potluri, Varun 
Richards, Leshawn D.
Roberts, II, Patrick E.
Slepicka, Bryan 
Tra, Bao-Michael X.
Tran, Kim 
Tsai, Edward H.

Wetzig, Ashley C.
Wright, Evan J.

MEDICAL STUDENT MEMBERS
Madu, Nneka 
Santiago, Gabrielle N.
Thomas, Vijai S.
Yassine, Nadeen 
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FUTURE TSA MEETING DATES

2021 ANNUAL MEETING
SEPTEMBER 9-12, 2021

JW MARRIOTT SAN ANTONIO HILL COUNTRY
SAN ANTONIO, TX

2022 ANNUAL MEETING
SEPTEMBER 8-11, 2022

KALAHARI RESORT
ROUND ROCK, TX

www.facebook.com/TXSocAnes

http://www.facebook.com/TXSocAnes
http://www.facebook.com/TXSocAnes
http://www.facebook.com/TXSocAnes
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TSA DISTRICT DIRECTORS

The Districts of this Society shall be composed as follows:      

District 1.  The District will include the counties of Andrews, Armstrong, 
Bailey, Borden, Brewster, Briscoe, Carson, Castro, Childress, Cochran, 
Coke, Collingsworth, Cottle, Crane, Crockett, Crosby, Culberson, Dal-
lam, Dawson, Deaf Smith, Dickens, Donley, Ector, El Paso, Fisher, Floyd, 
Gaines, Garza, Glasscock, Gray, Hale, Hall, Hansford, Hartley, Hemphill, 
Hockley, Howard, Hudspeth, Hutchinson, Irion, Jeff  Davis, Kent, King, 
Lamb, Lipscomb, Loving, Lubbock, Lynn, Martin, Midland, Mitchell, 
Moore, Motley, Nolan, Ochiltree, Oldham, Parmer, Pecos, Potter, Presi-
dio, Randall, Reagan, Reeves, Roberts, Schleicher, Scurry, Sherman, Ster-
ling, Stonewall, Sutton, Swisher, Terrell, Terry, Tom Green, Upton, Val 
Verde, Ward, Wheeler, Winkler, and Yoakum.

District 2.  The District will include the counties of Archer, Baylor, Callah-
an, Clay, Cooke, Denton, Eastland, Foard, Hardeman, Haskell, Jack, John-
son, Jones, Knox, Montague, Palo Pinto, Parker, Shackelford, Stephens, 
Tarrant, Taylor, Throckmorton, Wichita, Wilbarger, Wise, and Young.

District 3.  The District will include the counties of Bastrop, Bell, Blanco, 
Bosque, Brown, Burnet, Coleman, Colorado, Comanche, Concho, Cory-
ell, Erath, Falls, Fayette, Freestone, Gillespie, Hamilton, Hays, Hill, Hood, 
Kimble, Lampasas, Lavaca, Lee, Leon, Limestone, Llano, Mason, McCull-
och, McLennan, Menard, Milam, Mills, Robertson, Runnels, San Saba, 
Somervell, Travis, and Williamson.

District 4.  The District will include the counties of Atascosa, Bandera, 
Bexar, Caldwell, Comal, DeWitt, Dimmit, Edwards, Frio, Gonzales, Gua-
dalupe, Karnes, Kendall, Kerr, Kinney, LaSalle, Maverick, Medina, Real, 
Uvalde, Webb, Wilson, and Zavala.

District 5.  The District will include the counties of Aransas, Bee, Brazoria, 
Brooks, Calhoun, Cameron, Chambers, Duval, Galveston, Goliad, Har-
din, Hidalgo, Jackson, Jefferson, Jim Hogg, Jim Wells, Kenedy, Kleberg, 
Liberty, Live Oak, Matagorda, McMullen, Nueces, Orange, Refugio, San 
Patricio, Starr, Victoria, Willacy, and Zapata.

District 6.  The District will include the counties of Austin, Brazos, Bur-
leson, Fort Bend, Grimes, Madison, Montgomery, Walker, Waller, Wash-
ington, and Wharton; and that portion of Harris County that is outside 
Loop 610.

District 7.  The District will include that portion of Harris County defined 
by the following: North border, Highway I-59; East border, Highway 288; 
South border, Old Spanish Trail; West border, Main Street.

District 8.  The District will include that portion of Harris County inside 
Loop 610, excluding the area with the following boundaries, which is Dis-
trict 7:  North border, Highway I-59; East border, Highway 288; South 
border, Old Spanish Trail; West border, Main Street.

District 9.  The District will include that portion of Dallas County west 
and south of the following boundary line:  from the north border of Dal-
las County, south on the Dallas North Tollway to the intersection of the 
Dallas North Tollway with I-35E, south on I-35E to the intersection of 
I-20, east on I-20 to the intersection of I-45 and south on I-45 to the south 
border of Dallas County.

District 10.  The District will include that portion of Dallas County east 
and north of the following boundary line:  from the north border of Dal-
las County, south on the Dallas North Tollway to the intersection of the 
Dallas North Tollway with I-35E, south on I-35E to the intersection of 
I-20, east on I-20 to the intersection of I-45 and south on I-45 to the south 
border of Dallas County.

District 11.  The District will include counties of Anderson, Angelina, 
Bowie, Camp, Cass, Cherokee, Collin, Delta, Ellis, Fannin, Franklin, 
Grayson, Gregg, Harrison, Henderson, Hopkins, Houston, Hunt, Jasper, 
Kaufman, Lamar, Marion, Morris, Nacogdoches, Navarro, Newton, Pano-
la, Polk, Rains, Red River, Rockwall, Rusk, Sabine, San Augustine, San Ja-
cinto, Shelby, Smith, Titus, Trinity, Tyler, Upshur, Van Zandt, and Wood; 
and that portion of Dallas County east  of the 635 Loop and North of I-30.

Adopted September 9, 2011

District 1  Joseph F. Bryan, II
District 2  Jeremie J. Perry
District 3  Carlos-Nicholas L. Lee
District 4  Stacey L. Allen
District 5  Jeffrey S. Richards
District 6  Henry L. Bethea

District 7  Jose M. Soliz
District 8  Benjamin D. Harvey
District 9  Kristina L. Goff
District 10  Mark A. Margolis
District 11 Scott S. Meril

TSA DISTRICT BOUNDARIES
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TSA DISTRICT MAP
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